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Comments from CEO Tony Foulkes
The clinical and support teams
throughout Taranaki have again exceeded
many service level targets in both hospital
and community based settings.
‘Project Maunga’ has had a busy year
of construction and as the building has
taken shape a sense of excitement is
growing. A lot of work continues to go
on so our models of care will be ready
for the transition to the new facility and I
thank you for your efforts in this.
CEO Tony Foulkes

Looking back on 2012, I reflect on all
the people that have generously given
their time and shared their knowledge
and skills. I would like to thank and
acknowledge all DHB staff, our partners,
providers and other organisations
who continue to work tirelessly for our
community.
The hospital and specialist services have
continued to experience significant cost
growth as complexity and demand for
services increase. Nevertheless, I am
proud to be associated with the team
involved in these services who have done
a tremendous job in delivering good
quality care and in many instances more
services with shorter waits than before,
whilst also balancing the resources
available.

Work has also been on going to
accelerate the benefits of the national
health IT plan for Taranaki patients.
A new hospital clinical portal is being
implemented, consolidation of laboratory
and radiology results underway,
e-referrals for GPs, and being a national
pilot site for hospital e-medications
management has enabled exciting
developments at the leading edge of
health IT. These changes are not easy and
are not always perfect from day one. We
have further to go, as we strive to enable
greater shared care for patients across
the community.
Our Māori relationship partner, the Te
Whare Punanga Korero Trust representing
the eight iwi of Taranaki, have contributed
to various planning activities, as they
support the governance of the DHB and
our goals of improving Māori health and
reducing health inequalities.

The formation of the Te Kawau Maro
Alliance by Tui Ora Ltd and the National
Hauora Coalition to be the DHB’s
preferred provider of Maori health
services is hugely significant. We are
confident that this will encourage further
innovation and enable the blending
of skills and resources, all focused on
improving the health of Taranaki Māori.
Taranaki has always been innovative and
is constantly seeking different ways of
doing things. We can be proud of this
characteristic, which will be called upon
with continuous collaboration between
hospital and community based services.
It was great to review all the photos in
the recent staff Christmas competition.
Everyday life in services reflecting our
values of working together, caught on
camera was inspiring. This spirit will
continue to be important in the future.
2013 is going to be a year of major
change in how and where we provide
services, and the unfortunate reality is our
focus on financial performance will need
to step up a gear again, so let’s take a
deep breath...
...In the mean time I would like to say a
big thank you to everyone who plays a
part in working tirelessly day and night for
our patients and community, especially
those working over Christmas and New
Year. I hope everyone is able to enjoy
some time with friends and family, and
very best wishes for 2013.
Tony Foulkes
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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Clinical Board Update
Click here for more on the Clinical Board (Staff)
Update on the Clinical Board for October
to December 2012, review of the year’s
achievements and looking forward to
2013.
In October, the Clinical Board heard
about the work being done by a
team that is part of the Medications
Management project, with the Global
Trigger Tool. This is an internationally
approved way of detecting actual harm
to patients rather than relying on a self
reporting system which is known to
under-represent the amount of actual
harm happening. The team is currently
using the Tool to audit medication-related
harm but their work will be expanded to
use the Global Tool which audits all harm
during a hospital admission.
In November, Dr Chris Hopkins presented
a fascinating audit that he had carried
out of antibiotic consumption at Taranaki

DHB. There is international evidence
that usage of antibiotics is linked to
Clostridium difficile infections. This led to
a directive from the Clinical Board to set
up an Antibiotic Stewardship Programme.
A look back over 2012;
The Clinical Board is pleased to note
several achievements during 2012. These
include;

• The establishment of the Clinical Ethics
Advisory Group under the Acting Chair,
Dr Gail Riccitelli
• A new policy on “Clinical Management
of Tests and Investigation Results”
• An update of the “Not for CPR” policy
• Annual Reports from Departments to
the Clinical Board have been extended
to include Nursing and Allied Health
• All Committees reporting to the
Clinical Board now have medical staff
representation

Looking forward to 2013;

• Whilst 2012 saw an increase in the
uptake of the ‘flu vaccination amongst
staff, the Clinical Board is hoping to see
a further increase during the 2013 ‘flu
season
• The Clinical Board will be overseeing
the production of the new “Quality
Accounts” developed by the Health
Quality & Safety Commission, to be
published by all DHBs during 2013
• The Clinical Board has approved the
Quality & Risk Strategic Plan 2012 –
2015 and performance against this will
form the basis of the Quality Accounts
• Membership changes will include the
return of Dr John Doran as a member
and two new board members.  These
will be the new Maori Representative
and a new Nursing Representative.

Committed to reduce the impact of
disability in Taranaki
Taranaki DHB has demonstrated its
commitment to working collaboratively
to reduce the impact of disability in our
region by formally signing up as a partner
to the Taranaki Disability Strategy. The
formal signing took place at a launch
event held on 3 December, attended by
Minister for Disabilities, Tariana Turia MP.
Sandra Boardman, General Manager
Planning, Funding and Population
Health signs the strategy with Minister
Tariana Turia.

More information
4
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Project Maunga update

As we head into the holiday season Project
Maunga is buzzing with ongoing internal work
including work on the lift shafts, vinyl flooring,
ceilings, joinery, electrical and mechanical
services as well as ICT, and will continue to do so
over the Christmas and New Year period.
Since the beginning of construction in August of 2011 a
vast amount of work has taken place on the Project Maunga
redevelopment site. Now in week 71 of the construction phase
approximately 70% of the work is completed.

and has weekly meetings scheduled until the end of the year.
The Inpatient Ward and Theatre Working Groups will schedule
their first meetings before Christmas. The working groups are
comprised of key stakeholders with representatives from the
organisation including managers, frontline people and unions
alike.

CCDM working alongside Project Maunga
Care Capacity Demand Management (CCDM) has been
introduced to Taranaki DHB to support the work already
undertaken with the planning and development of the new
wards for Project Maunga.

For a look at the construction progress over the past 12
months check out the photo galleries on our website!

Working Groups developed for move
Taranaki DHB has met with the NZ Nurses Organisation, Service
Food Workers Union, Public Service Association and Combined
Hospital Individual Contract Collective Union to discuss
approaches to moving into our new facility and are currently
communicating with others.

The co-location of wards in the new facility contributes to an
organisational design where the workplace supports the work
and the workers - a core principle of CCDM. The layout assists
efficient work organisation which involves teamwork across the
hospital.
For more information about CCDM and what it involves staff can
visit the CCDM page on the Staff Intranet.
For the latest newsletters check out our website.

Three working groups have been developed to look at the key
issues for Inpatient Ward Cleaning, Inpatient Wards and Theatre.
The Inpatient Ward Cleaning working group has already met

CCDM (Staff)
Taranaki Together, A Healthy Community / Taranaki Whanui He Rohe Oranga
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Taranaki DHB Christm

as Competition

Snap Happy
Click here to see the photo gallery (Staff)

Throughout November some of our departments stepped behind the
camera lense to capture a “day in the life” of their work.
Nineteen departments submitted photos
showing the wide range of services our
organisation offers and how we work together to
achieve our values.
It is clear that we have some talented people working here
as the thought and effort put into the photo submissions was
outstanding!
We are excited to have the opportunity to utilise these photos
within the organisation and within many of our publications and
resources.

What was the competition about?
As part of the competition the departments entering needed
to relate their photos to one or more of our Taranaki DHB
values and depict what their department’s role is within the
organisation.
Our values are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Treating people with trust, respect and compassion
Communicating openly, honestly and acting with integrity
Enabling professional and organisational standards to be met
Supporting achievement and acknowledging successes
Creating healthy and safe environments
Welcoming new ideas

The judges were Taranaki DHB Chief Executive Tony Foulkes,
Taranaki Daily News Photographer Cameron Burnell, and
Communications Graphic and Web Designer Melanie Clark.
The judges were very impressed with the amount of thought and
effort that staff had put into the photos which made for a very
difficult decision when choosing a winner.
Tony Foulkes said, “Aside from being a difficult judging decision,
and being impressed with the creativity, reviewing the entries
was like a fantastic tour of hospital services. It was a great
exercise and I congratulate everyone who took part”.
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Cameron Burnell said, “All the photos were stand out in so many
different ways”.
Congratulations to the following winners and all our
departments who entered – each and every entry was worthy of
acknowledgment.

Best Overall winner Occupational Therapy
Occupational Therapy’s entry encompassed all of the judging
criteria. They displayed the wide variety of tasks their work
entails, provided a well thought out series of photos of good
quality and were creative in the way they tied in a Christmas
theme and related it back to the Taranaki DHB values. Well done
Occupational Therapy!

Best “Day in the life of” individual photo
winner Hawera Hospital
Hawera Hospital did very well to include in one individual photo
the multidisciplinary services that Hawera Hospital delivers to
patients and the community.

Best photo series winner
Chaplaincy Services
The Chaplaincy Service entered a series of photos that spoke
louder than words and oozed the Taranaki DHB values. Each
photo explained very well a different aspect of this important
service to our patients, family members and staff.

Highly Commended is awarded to:
Sterile Service Department for the quality of their images
Medical Records for their busy “day in the life of” photo
Public Health Unit for capturing the many aspects of their work
in the community
Ward Three for there creativity and patient participation

Pulse December 2012

All of the entries were wonderful and the judges have
acknowledged each of the others with a special award as below:
Newborn Hearing Sceening “Cutest use of the TDHB values”
Pharmacy “Best use of drugs”
Planning and Funding “Best hug”
Maternity “Best welcome to the world – times two!”
Switchboard “More to the switchboard than meets the ear!”
Nutritian and Dietetic Service “Best enactment of the food
pyramid”
Labcare “Best display of multitasking”
Sexual Health Clinic “Best display of humour at work”
Human Resources “Best facial resolution”
Social WorK “Best use of a fairy wand”
ICU “Superheroes at work!”
Hawera Fulford “Most professional use of imagery”
Thank you very much to all of those staff members who
participated.

Occupational Therapy with their winning photos.

Murray Elliot (Chaplaincy Services) with his winning series.

Hawera Hospital’s best “Day in the Life of” photo. Keith
Barkla was the photographer and is pictured here with Nicola
Tanner.

Health promoter receives scholarship
Congratulations to Taranaki DHB
Health Promoter Rebecca Thacker
who recently received the 2012
Dr Alan Parsons Foundation
Certificate in Injury Prevention
(FCIP) Scholarship Award.
Taranaki DHB Supporting Communities
Manager Brenda Archer said it was
particularly special that Rebecca received
the award after all the work Alan had done in
Taranaki.
“We are very proud that Rebecca has
received the scholarship as she will be
working to support the great work that Alan
began with the Kidsafe Taranaki Trust,” said
Ms Archer.

Dr Pat Boulton (Alan’s wife) and Rebecca after receiving the scholarship.

“I feel very honoured,” said Rebecca.

Taranaki Together, A Healthy Community / Taranaki Whanui He Rohe Oranga
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Farewell to “wees and poos” doctor

Pat Boulton, centre, surrounded by the many staff who farewelled Pat at a morning tea recently.

After 29 years of work in Taranaki an illustrious
and caring Dr Pat Boulton is stepping back from
many years of public health and retiring from her
position as Community Medical Officer.
Well known to many as the “wees and poos doctor”, something
Pat is quite proud of, she has been an outstanding contributor to
health in Taranaki and a passionate staff member of the Taranaki
District Health Board.
Dr Boulton first came to Taranaki with husband Alan Parsons in
1983, and needing a job on arrival was given the opportunity to
be the Acting Medical Officer of Health. “This was interesting as
I had never done anything like that before,” said Pat.

One might also see her way of working to be basic too, being
most probably the only person in the DHB today who doesn’t
have a computer on her desk.
Having worked full time right up until the day she retires Pat will
truly be stepping away from it all and focussing on other things
in life.
“I always thought it would be too hard to try and do my job part
time,” said Pat. Her passion for health has given her the option
of either working full time or don’t work at all, and that time has
come. “My work has definitely been a happening,” said Pat. “I
didn’t have a career plan it has just happened this way and it’s
been great”.

Of course she was a natural and this sparked the beginning of
a wonderful journey into family planning and public health in
Taranaki.

Retiring in time for Christmas Pat said her days will mostly be
filled with family, specifically her grandchildren. “I am going to
have one grandchild for a week, each week, over the summer
holidays,” said Pat.

Pat said Taranaki has always been good to her and she thanks
the DHB for allowing her to develop her own interests and work
on new things over the past years.

“I am also going to do some travelling overseas with my
daughter and spend more time in Tauranga where family
reside”.

“I have always been, and still am, very interested in community
aspects of health,” said Pat.

“I would like to thank the people of Taranaki for allowing me to
be part of their lives and for their support, it is a great job and I
will miss it and the people dearly”.

Over the years Pat has been involved with many ‘firsts’ in
Taranaki including the first Child Protection Team in Taranaki, the
first Cervical Screening Programme, Sexual Health in Taranaki
Schools, Immunisation Programmes, Vision and Hearing testing
and of course the infamous work with children who are having
trouble with toileting. So many things in fact she can’t list them
all in one sitting.
“It is amazing the amount of work I have started, been involved
with in the early stages or simply interested in, that have
matured into nurse led services in the community,” said Pat.
“I always saw myself as a ‘barefoot’ doctor, a basic doctor,
someone who deals with the mundane things that families come
across in life”.
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At Dr Boultons farewell her colleagues spoke highly of her
dedication, commitment, passion and compassion she holds for
her patients.
Dr John Doran said she is a fantastic advocate for Taranaki
youth. “She is able to reach out and explain things to who
ever her audience was, is willing to do the things that no one
else wants to do, nothing throws her, and if the word ‘legend’
belongs to anyone it is her,” said Dr Doran.
Tony Foulkes said she has touched the lives of many generations
in Taranaki and will be greatly missed.
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Social Worker experiences Hurricane Sandy
Marianne Pike, Professional Advisor Social
Work, was this year selected to be one of six
Social Workers from around the world to attend
the International Enhancement of Leadership
Programme in New York.
Representing New Zealand Marianne spent eight weeks in New
York over the months of October, November and December.
Marianne attended the program during Hurricane Sandy,
cancellation of the New York Marathon, Presidential election, the
first snowstorm of the year, and social events such as American
celebrations of Halloween, Thanksgiving and preparations for
Christmas.
Held at Mount Sinai Medical Centre, participants spent
their time meeting with social workers in health settings
and leadership roles, hospital managers and administrators,
community health agencies, social work educators, and mentors
in research and writing publications.
Marianne said, “Mt Sinai Medical Centre’s response to a citywide
crisis facing Hurricane Sandy was a highlight of my experience
here”.
“Physicians, nurses, and other staff reported to duty and on the
first night more than 300 volunteers - including many medical
students - stayed on campus and at the hospital sleeping in
shifts to ensure full staffing in all areas,” said Marianne.
“When NYU Medical and Bellevue Hospital lost power Mt Sinai
was ready with beds and staff to accept 200 of 800 patients that
had to be evacuated, many of who had serious and complex
conditions and arrived with sparse medical records.”
Marianne said, “Nurses, as well as other staff came to work the
day before the storm, and planned to stay for the duration.”
Facility Services set up accommodation for 1200 staff and
physicians that needed periods of rest, while a team of 140 food
services employees kept patients and staff fed. IT developed
extra precautions to safeguard patient records. Facility and

The 2012 participants from left, Sarah from Australia,
Sharon from Hong Kong, Galia from Israel, Prof Irwin
Epstein from Mt Sinai, Marianne NZ, Peninah from Israel
and Lilian from Singapore.

Engineering personnel helped transform a former ambulatory
cancer treatment center, recovery rooms and outpatient areas
into inpatient units (building two showers in an area in a day).
“The weeks that followed Sandy provided many learning
opportunities about the impact Sandy had on the whole
community,” said Marianne.
Another highlight for Marianne is the manner in which volunteer
programs are embedded in the hospital programmes there.
“Volunteer Therapy Dogs are integrated in the psychosocial
programmes in most of the areas where consumers and families
experience high stress,” said Marianne.
“It was a wonderful experience despite the weather and I am
privileged to have been selected to attend.”

For more information
contact Marianne.

marianne.pike@tdhb.org.nz

White
Ribbon
Day
Thank you to everyone who
supported ‘Bikkies for White
Ribbon Day’ this year.
Nat Esaiah-Tiatia, FVIP Coordinator
handing over a white ribbon to Dr
Greg Simmons, Chief Medical Advisor.
Taranaki Together, A Healthy Community / Taranaki Whanui He Rohe Oranga
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Cape Town to Nairobi by
overland truck

Phil’s Blog

Leonie’s Blog

Some of the photos that Leonie snapped while on her photography safari.

Children’s Ward Clinical
Nurse Manager Leonie
Mercer recently experienced
the heart of Africa through
a photography safari with
company Africa-In-Focus
and visited her World Vision
sponsor child. She tells us
about her adventure…
“I am a great believer in seize the
moment with little planning required, so
with that in mind I headed to Cape Town
to meet up with my friend Phil and then
spend the next seven weeks camping
with ten others on an overland truck.
We were the Kiwi contingent; others
were from Australia, Canada, UK, New
York (not USA) and the USA. We had a
fantastic crew, a driver of course, tour
leader aka photography instructor and a
chef; we were set for an adventure.
Everyday was a highlight, commencing
with wine tasting in Olifants River Valley
Region of South Africa. Namibia was
simply stunning and a ‘must get back to’

destination. The first three weeks was
spent in the deserts from Orange River,
Fish River Canon, to the sand dunes of
Sossusvlei, hiking up dune 45 to see
sunrise. I have to say there was very little
down time and a lot of early starts to
capture yet another dramatic sunrise.
The game parks were amazing, we spent
time in Etosha, the Caprivi Strip camping
in Ngepi on the Kavango River. It was
here and later in the trip that hippo
grazed on the grass around the tent. I
was surprised how a little piece of canvas
will protect you. Near the end of the
trip in Serengeti NP we had Zebra and
Giraffe around the camp and later that
night we awoke to the sound of big foot
steps, tearing of branches and munching
as a herd of elephants enjoyed a midnight
snack amongst the tents. By morning
we were certainly braver than during the
darkness…what an experience!

to Northern Tanzania, Ngorongoro Crater,
Serengeti and on to Nairobi. Here we
went to visit my world vision sponsor
child and later to Lake Naivashia before
heading home.”
If you want to read more about Leonie’s
adventure check out Phil’s Blog
(Africa) in http://wheresphil.wordpress.
com/2012/10/07/cape-town/ or Leonie’s
http://muzungujourney.wordpress.com/

Other amazing places visited was the
Okavango delta where a hippo (in a show
of who’s boss) charged our mokoros,
Chobe NP, Victoria Falls, South Luangwa
NP, Malawi, Tanzania, Zanzibar then back
Leonie gets up close and personal with
a cheetah.
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Neonatal Knitters
Good Sorts
The Taranaki DHB Neonatal Unit has been
extremely fortunate in the amount of donated
woollens they receive from individual community
members and groups.
As a token of their appreciation to the many people that give up
their time knitting garments and blankets, and sewing beautiful
quilts for the babies in the unit, they put on a celebratory
morning tea and invited a number of them to attend, knitting
needles and all.

Hadyn Jones films Gill Keegan, NNU Nurse.

A delicious morning tea and time catching up was not the only
thing on the agenda. Hadyn Jones and the Good Sorts team
from TVNZ were there to also acknowledge the great efforts of
these deserving people.
Gill Keegan, NNU Nurse nominated the knitters and quilters
after noticing their generosity one day last year. “I was on a
morning duty and it was very busy in the neonatal unit and four
ladies came in to donate woolens. They each had a supermarket
size bag full of knitted clothes. At the time, we thanked them
but I felt the thanks were inadequate because of the wonderful
effort they had put in to their donations. It was then that I got
the idea to nominate them for ‘Good Sorts’,” said Gill.
“I really wanted these ladies to know just how much we as staff,
and the families of the babies in our care, appreciate their kind
efforts.”

Rosemary Harvey, Bev Agnew, Margaret Thompson, Allison
Thomas, and Jane Bocock with one of the babies presently in
the unit.

Craig Williams tells a good story
Two kids get more than they bargained for
when their Mum’s slippers come to life in
Craig Williams’ latest children’s book.

His 3-year-old niece brought out the children’s author in
Taranaki DHB’s very own Craig Williams when she was in need
of a good bedtime story.
Craig, who works for Taranaki DHB IT service HIQ, published
‘Is That My Tail’ for his niece last year and ended up selling a
good amount of copies to kindergartens, libraries and even a
bookshop in Auckland.
Recently he published his second storybook, ‘The Hungry
Slippers’.
His youngest brother does the illustrations for the storybooks
which Craig said were a hit. “Young kids love the pictures, so
my brother gets all the kudos.”
Is That My Tail is about a little girl who loses her tail and tries on
a few different animals’ tails to see if they fit, while The Hungry
Slippers is about a mother’s tiger slippers that turn into a real
tiger and chase the kids.
If you are interested in Craig’s books you can look them up on
Facebook or email him at craig.williams@hiq.net.nz

Craig with his two books, ‘Is that my tail?’ and ‘The Hungry
Slippers’

Taranaki Together, A Healthy Community / Taranaki Whanui He Rohe Oranga
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Smokefree Update
Our Smokefree/Auahi Kore
Workplace and Environment
Policy is designed to protect
employees, patients and
visitors from exposure to
tobacco smoke generated by
others and to encourage and
support smokers to make a quit
attempt.
To view the Smokefree/Auahi Kore
Workplace and Environment Policy please
visit the staff intranet http://tdhbintranet/
PoliciesAndProcedures/HumanResources/

From 1 February 2013 there will be no designated smoking areas on
Taranaki DHB grounds.

What does it mean for you?
Who does this
policy apply to?

All patients and visitors, and staff and contractors, working
within Taranaki DHB buildings, grounds and vehicles.

What are my
obligations?

To comply with our no smoking Policy. TDHB staff should
ensure patients, visitors and others are informed of the policy.
To provide advice and offer smoking cessation support to all
patients who smoke.

What support
does the DHB
offer me?

Education
TDHB ensures all new and current staff / contractors receive
information /education to enable staff to comply, promote and
support this policy.

Policy (Staff)

Staff can provide feedback on the policy
to HRFeedback@tdhb.org.nz by
21 December 2012.

HRFeedback@tdhb.org.nz

Cessation Support
TDHB actively support employees who want to make a quit
attempt and will provide Nicotine Replacement Therapy
and offer support from our smokefree team or referral to an
external specialist smoking cessation service.
How does TDHB
ensure the policy
is followed?

Compliance with DHB policies is expected of all staff and
contractors. Breaches of the Code of Conduct are managed in
accordance with TDHB policy and procedures.

Regional
Releasing
Time to Care
Forum
On Friday, 23 November Taranaki DHB
hosted the Releasing Time to Care (RTC)
Regional Forum for the lower North
Island. The forum was attended by 11
RTC staff from Waikato, Bay of Plenty,
Whanganui and Wellington and 20
Taranaki DHB staff from the RTC wards.
The day started with a Whakatau lead
by Ramon Tito and Raana Solomon
welcoming our visitors to the DHB.
Presentations included information on
the productive ward, productive theatre
and the productive community. In the
afternoon the visitors were taken on a
tour of the RTC wards to see work done
and progress made so far. After the tour
an opportunity for each of the productive
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areas was given to informally discuss
issues and successes. Ramon closed the
day with a Karakia whakamutunga wishing
all the visitors a safe trip home. The
day was enjoyed by all and evaluated
extremely well.

Intranet (Staff)

Participants give the Productive series
a thumbs up.
For more information about Releasing
Time to Care, and The Productive
Operating Theatre projects visit the staff
intranet or contact Kareen McLeod.

kareen.mcleod@tdhb.org.nz
Pulse December 2012

Merry Christmas to all staff from the Workplace Wellness Group.
Please have a safe and enjoyable summer and come back to work refreshed and ready to go!
Next year we will be asking staff what kind of indoor sports competition you would like to play and the TDHB Car FREE Days
continue with the first one held on Wednesday 30 January.
If you have any information you would like on the Workplace Wellness intranet pages email communications@tdhb.org.nz

Diary of a
midwife
and her
bicycle
Eleanor Durant came from the
UK to New Plymouth in January
2012 to further her midwifery
career but before her and
her partner settled into life in
Taranaki they had an adventure
planned. Below is Eleanor’s
story…
“I worked from January to July in New
Plymouth as a midwife, saving and
planning for an international cycle trip
with my partner James, who was still in
the UK.
In July I flew to meet James in Slovenia
with my bike in a cardboard box. He
had cycled to Slovenia from the UK.
With a few friends, we cycled Slovenia,
Croatia, and a little bit of Italy. We rode
into Bosnia, to Serbia, and down into
Macedonia, then Greece, and through to
Turkey.
In Istanbul we got a plane to India, to
avoid the chaos of the Stans (not to
mention the visa issues!). We aimed to
ride from Mumbai to Goa but I managed
to beat my bike up and mangle my back
gears so much that they snapped off in
my wheel (I always thought it would be
the Indian traffic that would mangle the
bike, but I think it was being bumped
around in the planes which did it). We
hitch hiked back to Mumbai with the help

www.midwifediaries.com

www.cyclefar.com

Midwife Eleanor Durant on her recent cycling adventure.
of some friendly Indians, but the parts
needed were hard to get in India.
To fix my bike and for a change of scenery
we got a plane to Australia, where we
cycled from Albury in NSW, over Mount
Beauty and Falls Creek where the snow
was still on the ground and it was well
below freezing at night. We then rode
to Bairnsdale in Victoria. We very nearly
settled down in Bairnsdale (where they
have a brilliant Island full of Koalas and
Kangaroos) but in the end we decided
New Zealand was where we wanted to
be, away from all the stuff in the bush that
wanted to kill us.
We landed in Auckland on 1 November,
and cycled to New Plymouth over four
days. We rode in the end over 4800km
(3000 miles), and we mainly free camped
at the side of the road or tucked away
anywhere we could find. We were never
refused a place to put our tent up,
and when found on people’s land their
reaction was usually to invite us in for

Taranaki Together, A Healthy Community / Taranaki Whanui He Rohe Oranga

breakfast!
We both learnt a massive amount about
the cultures of all the different countries
we went through, and the slowly
changing landscape is something you
don’t quite get if you use a train or a car.
You end up in some funny little places
and often have woods or beaches to
yourself. There’s no way we could afford
to see that much of the world without
cycling - and you frequently get to eat as
much cake as you can hold while getting
really fit! It’s much easier to do than it
sounds and I would recommend it to
almost anyone who can ride a bike.
We are now settled into Welbourne, and
I’m working as a casual, due to come
back in January full time. It’s lovely to be
back at the hospital, have tea and coffee
on tap, and not go more than 48 hours
without a shower!”
For more of Eleanor’s adventure you can
check out her blog
www.midwifediaries.com
or her partners blog www.cyclefar.com
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Dietitians celebrate 30 years
In October, Taranaki DHB
Dietitians and Associates
celebrated their 30 year reunion
at Wai-iti Castle.
All of those in the photo have worked at
Taranaki DHB (or its equivalent) in the last
30 plus years. Gillian Gonthier said, “We
published a cookbook with our favourite
recipes for this reunion and most food for
the luncheon was prepared from recipes
in the cookbook”.

Christmas cakes
from the 1970’s
Pictured below is Diane Gane at
Christmas in 1978 with the two Christmas
Cakes that were made for each of the
Children’s Wards.
“Back then there were two children’s
wards and the Dietitians ran the kitchen
so each year would make a Christmas
cake for the children,” said Diane.
“It was a tradition for many years and
only stopped in the early 90’s when the
Dietitians stopped running the kitchen,”
said Diane.
Diane remembers creating a Disney
themed cake one year and a jack in the
box another year. Diane still works for
Taranaki DHB in the outpatient’s dietitian
service and looks as young as she does in
this photo!

Taranaki DHB Dietitians and Associates Reunion.

Recipes to try over the festive season from
our Dietitians Cook Book
Non - Alcoholic Punch

Copper Penny Salad

This punch used to be served
at Taranaki Base Hospital at
Christmas time for many years.

Adapted from various sources.

Ingredients:
1 whole nutmeg - cut into quarters
1’’ cinnamon stick
Lemon verbena - few leaves
Mint - few sprigs
Boiling water
Orange juice
Lemon juice, from 2-3 lemons
1 x 2 litre bottle lemonade
1 x 2 litre bottle ginger ale
Method:
1. Pour boiling water over the
herbs and spices - leave
overnight (some add sugar
to this to make the mixture
sweeter)
2. Add rest of ingredients with
some ice at the last minute
3. Decorate with sprigs of
mint and slices of lemons &
oranges
4. ENJOY!

Ingredients:
1kg carrots, peeled and sliced
1 green pepper, seeded & sliced
1 red onion, sliced
1 can tomato soup, condensed
1/2 cup of oil
1 cup of sugar
1/2 cup of vinegar (1/4 cup less if too strong)
1 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt
1 tsp dry mustard
Method:
1. Boil carrots in water until tender, about
15minutes for a slight crunch
2. Layer with the other vegetables in a
large plastic container which has a lid
3. Combine the soup, oil, sugar,
seasonings in a saucepan and bring to
the boil
4. Pour over the vegetables
5. Serve hot or cold, it will keep
indefinitely in the fridge; just keep
adding more vegetables to the sauce as
required.
Particularly good with barbeques during the
summer months!

Taranaki Hospitals Historical Society AGM
Taranaki Hospitals Historical Society is holding its AGM at 10am Saturday,
27 January in their rooms on Level Three through Audiology. See what old
treasures you can find! If you would like to know more information contact
Anne Smillie at anne.smillie@tdhb.org.nz

anne.smillie@tdhb.org.nz
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In Brief
Staff Christmas Lunch
Both Base Hospital and Hawera Hospital enjoyed a tasty
Christmas lunch prepared by Medirest recently. Pictured is
Taranaki District Health Board members and Management
serving up the feast.

MOvember
During November each year, Movember is responsible for the
sprouting of moustaches on thousands of men’s faces in New
Zealand and around the world. This year many TDHB staff
members set out to grow a Moustache in honour of MOvember.
See the below Photo Gallery for the changing faces of our HIQ
men and the final product for some of our Registrars.
Well done to everyone who took part and raised money for
Mens Health in New Zealand.
Visit http://nz.movember.com
and learn more
about Movember
http://nz.movember.com
HIQ

Mobile Surgical Bus
celebrated their 1000th
patient in November

Click here to see the photo gallery (Staff)

Pictured is Sharon Thomson, Karin Champion, Joe de Schoot,
Raymond King, Tania Brunning, Bev Larsen, Robin Grant, Adam
Fraser, Kath Blinkhorne and Donna Stevenson.

Walk Short Wednesday
Taranaki DHB doctors donned some appropriate walking
attire for their traditional Walk Short Wednesday in
November.
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Volunteers Christmas
Party
Taranaki DHB volunteers were thanked at a Christmas afternoon
tea recently. Pictured is Peter Wright with his wife. Peter has
been volunteering for Meals on Wheels for the last 22 years and
has retired this year.

Ward Four
gets yummy
treat from
pleased
patient
Recently a patient of Ward Four was
so pleased with her care that she
decided to bake a delicious cake to
share with the team.

Christmas Carols
Taranaki Base Hospital was filled with song on Thursday, 13
December as the chaplaincy services put on Christmas Carols
for the Wards, ED and ICU.

Farewell to Wayne Gaudin
On Thursday, 13 December Taranaki DHB farewelled Communications Technician
Wayne Gaudin at an afternoon tea. Wayne has been the telecommunications guru at
the DHB since 1994. Through out those 18 years Wayne has been a pivotal part of the
organisation ensuring we are equipped to be able to do our job and always there when
help is needed.
During the send off staff wished him well in his retirement and spoke of his dedication
and contribution over and above expectations to the DHB. Many staff have fond
memories of first meeting Wayne and discovering his sense of humour.
All the best Wayne, it’s been great having you with us, and you will be missed!

Pictured is the master piece she
created.
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